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    01. Supertzar (intro) - 0:27  02. Symptom Of The Universe - 4:54  03. Snowblind - 6:25  04.
War Pigs - 7:59  05. Black Sabbath - 7:59  06. Dirty Women (incl. drum solo) - 9:36  07. Rock
And Roll Doctor (incl. guitar solo & improvisation) - 7:28  08. Electric Funeral - 8:09  09. N.I.B. -
5:40  10. Gypsy - 5:37  11. Paranoid - 2:59  12. Children Of The Grave - 4:39    - Ozzy
Osbourne - vocals  - Tony Iommi - guitar  - Geezer Butler - bass  - Bill Ward - drums  +  - Gerald
Woodruffe – keyboards    Live at Olympen, Lund, Sweden 1977-04-21    

 

  

This copy of the legendary vinyl bootleg "Killing Yourself To Die" is a really brilliant piece of
work. Soundquality as good as on the vinyl and great artwork as you can see leaves only one
main difference between the vinyl and the CD: the price! Like "The Ray Gillen Years" this CD
was released by Bondage Music in Japan somewhere back in 1995! Everyone should check out
the exciting version of "Gypsy". :::: Lund ’77 is the finest quality specimen of a complete
TECHNICAL ECSTASY era show in circulation.

  

There has been some debate as to whether this show is an audience recording or from an FM
broadcast. The stunning clarity and well-balanced mix would convince many that it may have
been professionally recorded. In fact, it was recorded with a Nakamichi tape deck and 2
microphones. It’s true origin becomes more evident when you hear some clapping fairly close to
the microphones. Also, Ozzy’s vocals are a bit more distant than one might expect them to be
on a soundboard or FM tape.
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